
Chapter 4: Physical Layer: Data Transmission

Answers to End-of-Chapter Questions

1. How does analog data differ from digital data?
 

2. Clearly explain the differences between analog data, analog transmission, digital data, and digital
transmission.

3. Explain why most telephone company trunk lines are now digital.

4. How does baseband differ from broadband?
 

5. What is coding?
 

6. Briefly describe the two most important coding schemes.
 

7. How is data transmitted in parallel?
 

8. What feature distinguishes serial mode from parallel mode?
 

9. How does bipolar signaling differ from unipolar signaling? Why is Manchester encoding more
popular than either?

 

10. Describe how the North American telephone network is organized.

11. What are three important characteristics of a sound wave?
 

12. What is bandwidth? What is the bandwidth in a traditional North American telephone circuit?
 

13. Describe how data could be transmitted using amplitude modulation.
 

14. Describe how data could be transmitted using frequency modulation.
 

15. Describe how data could be transmitted using phase modulation.
 

16. Describe how data could be transmitted using a combination of modulation techniques.
 

17. Is the bit rate the same as the symbol rate? Explain.
 

18. What is a modem?
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19. What is QAM?
 

20. Explain the importance of Trellis Coded Modulation.

21. What factors affect transmission speed?
 

22. How are modems classified?
 

23. Define retrain time.
 

24. Describe four common modem standards.
 

25. Why is data compression so useful?
 

26. What data compression standard uses Huffman encoding? Describe how it works.
 

27. What data compression standard uses Lempel-Ziv encoding? Describe how it works.
 

28. Explain how PCM works.
 

29. How does PCM differ from PAM?

30. Explain how V.90 modems work.

TRUE/FALSE

The following are possible True/False questions for tests. The statement is given and the answer is
provided in square brackets. The level of difficulty (easy, moderate, difficult) is also furnished.

1. Computers produce analog data whose electrical signals are shaped like sound waves.
Easy

2. Networks designed for voice data (traditional telephone networks, for example) tend to use analog
transmission for at least some parts of transmission.

Moderate

3. Analog signals can be converted to digital signals by using a special device called a modem.
Moderate

4. Newer telephone circuits, built during the last decade, offer higher quality because they were built
using analog transmission.
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Easy

5. Another term for analog is baseband.
Moderate

6. A bit is a single digit binary number, and has the value of either 0 or 1.
Easy

7. Coding schemes are groups of bits that translate into the “alphabet” of any given system.
Easy

8. The predominant method of transferring information in data communications is via parallel mode.
Moderate

9. Unipolar signaling is one method used to transmit baseband signals.
Easy

10. Modems are generally used in pairs: one modem is used by the sender to produce analog signals
from digital data, and one modem is used by the recipient to translate the analog signals back into
digital data.

Moderate

11. POTS refers to plain old telephone system.
Easy

12. Pitch of an analog signal is the same as loudness.
Easy

13. In an analog signal, bandwidth is the difference between the highest and lowest frequencies in a
band.

Easy

14. Some of the bandwidth of traditional telephone circuits is taken up by guardbands.
Moderate

15. Modulation is a technique that transforms an electrical signal so that it can transmitted on a particular
type of communication medium.

Moderate

16. Four different amplitude possibilities are required to transmit two bits per wave using amplitude
modulation.

Moderate
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17. Although it is theoretically possible to send an infinite number of bits per wave using one-type (not
combined, as in QAM) modulation, it is only practical to send about five bits per wave.

Moderate

18. According to the ITU-T, baud rate is the same as symbol rate.
Moderate

19. Fast retrain refers to keeping data rates constant during transmission with a modem.
Moderate

20. Data compression reduces the throughput of a communication link by compressing the data.
Easy

21. One drawback to the use of data compression in today’s Internet environment is that many data
files are already compressed; therefore, in these instances, compressing already compressed data
provides little advantage to users of a modem that uses sophisticated data compression techniques.

Moderate

22. Pulse Amplitude Modulation refers to a method of translating analog data into a series of binary bits
before transmission over a digital communication medium.

Moderate

MULTIPLE CHOICE
The following are possible multiple choice questions for tests. The question is posed and the answer is
provided under the choices. The level of difficulty (easy, moderate, difficult) is also furnished.

1. Data is transmitted from one computer or terminal to another in the ________ layer.
a. top
b. application
c. physical
d. data link
e. transport

2. The two fundamentally different types of data are:
a. digital and analog
b. text and numeric
c. ASCII and EBCDIC
d. local area and wide area
e. Microsoft and IBM
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3. In general, networks designed to transmit primarily computer data are likely to be ________, wile
networks designed to transmit voice data are likely to be ________.

a. slow, fast
b. digital, analog
c. level 1, level 2
d. direct, indirect
e. numeric, musical

4. Digital computer data can be transmitted over a traditional telephone network by using a special
device called a:

a. digitizer
b. analog converter
c. protocol converter
d. modem
e. codec

5. Which of the following is not a key advantage of digital transmission?
a. It is more secure.
b. It is simpler to integrate voice, video, and data on the same circuit.
c. It permits minimum transmission rates.
d. It produces fewer errors.
e. It is more efficient.

6. Most newer long distance telephone circuits built by the common carriers over the past decade use:
a. digital transmission
b. copper wire
c. analog transmission
d. infrared linking
e. spread spectrum transmission

7. Analog is also called:
a. baseband
b. broadband
c. loudness
d. asynchronous
e. synchronous

8. Digital is also called:
a. baseband
b. broadband
c. asynchronous
d. synchronous
e. pitch
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9. In which of the following systems is data represented by measurements on a continuous scale?
a. analog
b. digital
c. asynchronous
d. synchronous
e. integrated

10. In which of the following systems is data represented by the transmission of discrete signals over a
transmission channel?

a. analog
b. broadband
c. digital
d. integrated
e. synchronous

11. Which of the following is a byte, under the normal definition?
a. 0
b. 1
c. 8 consecutive bits, such as 000111000, that represent one character
d. 325
e. a special character that is used for Apple computers only

12. Typically, one bit is comprised of _______ bytes to represent one character.
a. 8
b. 7
c. 64
d. 1
e. bits are not comprised of bytes

13. ____________ is one of the most commonly used coding schemes used in data transmission.
a. ATM
b. ISDN
c. MAU
d. ASCII
e. FDM

14. Under EBCDIC, each character is represented by 8 bits. That means that there are ________ valid
combinations which can represent different characters.

a. 23
b. 256
c. 128
d. 1092
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e. 8

15. The representation of the character A by the group of bits, 10000001, is an example of:
a. analog transmission
b. digital coding
c. binary modulation
d. amplitude modulation
e. pitch variation

16. When all bits (usually 8) of a character are transferred simultaneously, as in a printer cable
connection, for example, the bits are transferred in ___________ mode.

a. serial
b. frequency division
c. multiplexing
d. parallel
e. full complex

17. The predominant method of transferring information in data communication is _________ mode
transmission.

a. parallel
b. serial
c. broadbased
d. monospaced
e. bisynchronous

18. Which of the following statements is correct?
a. Serial transmission is considerably slower than parallel transmission.
b. Parallel transmission is distinguished from serial transmission by the fact that the transmitting

device sends a single bit, then a second bit, and so on, until all the bits are transmitted.
c. Parallel transmission is only used for analog data.
d. Parallel transmission is the same as serial transmission.
e. Parallel transmission is most often used for sending telegraph messages.

19. ___________ is not a type of digital signaling technique.
a. bipolar signaling
b. unipolar signaling
c. Manchester encoding
d. broadband signaling
e. none of the above are appropriate choices

20. With which type of digital signaling is the voltage always positive or negative (like a dc current)?
a. unipolar
b. bipolar
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c. parallel
d. serial
e. Huffman encoding signal

21. Which type of digital signaling experiences fewer errors?
a. unipolar
b. bipolar
c. direct
d. alternating
e. Huffman encoding signal

22. The ____________ is the agreement between sender and receiver on how often the sender can
transmit data.

a. frequency division
b. non-return-to-zero technique
c. data coding scheme
d. broadband signaling
e. data rate

23. Generally, in North America, your home telephone connection is as follows: your house is
connected to a telephone company __________ by a set of two twisted pair wires.

a. central office
b. trunk line
c. front-end processor
d. end office
e. gateway office

24. Which of the following is not an important characteristic of sound waves?
a. phase
b. frequency
c. amplitude
d. bandwidth
e. all of the above are important characteristics of sound waves

25. The length of a sound wave is expressed as:
a. amplitude, which our ears detect as loudness
b. frequency, which our ears detect as pitch
c. phase
d. bandwidth
e. furlong

26. The height of a sound wave is called its:
a. amplitude, which our ears detect as loudness
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b. frequency, which our ears detect as pitch
c. phase
d. bandwidth
e. furlong

27. The _____________ of a circuit determines a circuit’s capacity.
a. frequency
b. bandwidth
c. phase
d. amplitude
e. loudness

28. The typical range of human hearing is:
a. 0 to 1,200 Hz
b. 0 to 4,000 Hz
c. 0 to 300 Hz
d. 20 to 14,000 Hz
e. 0 to 56,000 Hz

29. __________ is the approximate bandwidth of traditional telephone circuits.
a. 3000 - 4000 Hz
b. 30,000 40,000 Hz
c. 3-4 Hz
d. 300 Hz
e. the note that is one octave above middle C

30. Which of the following statements is true?
a. the longer the distance of a telephone wire between sender and recipient, the higher the

bandwidth across that wire
b. the longer the distance of a telephone wire between sender and recipient, the lower the

bandwidth across that wire
c. the shorter the distance of a telephone wire between sender and recipient, the lower the

bandwidth across that wire
d. bandwidth is constant across any wire, therefore distance is not relevant
e. bandwidth is not a term that can be used when discussing telephone transmissions

31. When people say, “I need more bandwidth” in a digital transmission, they are actually saying they
need to:

a. increase the pitch per transmission
b. increase the loudness per transmission
c. decrease the bits per second transmission speed
d. increase the bits per second transmission speed
e. increase the baud rate per transmission
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32. _____________ is not a form of modulation used to transform digital data into analog signals.
a. amplitude shift keying
b. statistical time division
c. amplitude modulation
d. frequency modulation
e. phase modulation

33. AM stands for:
a. Analog Modem
b. Anomaly Multiplexing
c. Asynchronous Modem
d. Amplitude Modulation
e. Analytical Modem

34. In which type of modulation is a 1 distinguished from a 0 by the number of waves transmitted in the
same unit of time?

a. bandwidth modulation
b. amplitude modulation
c. frequency modulation
d. phase modulation
e. codec modulation

35. When sending four bits at a time using amplitude modulation, the number of different amplitude
levels that would be needed would be _______ .

a. 2
b. 24
c. 16
d. 8
e. 4

36. ____________ is a modulation technique that combines amplitude and phase modulation to send
four bits per wave, or symbol.

a. time division multiplexing
b. pulse code modulation
c. synchronous digital line control
d. quadrature amplitude modulation
e. baseband signaling

37. __________ indicates how often the signal changes on a communication circuit.
a. baud rate
b. bits per second rate
c. symbol rate
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d. data rate
e. a and b

38. TCM stands for:
a. Trellis coded modulation, a technique that combines phase modulation and amplitude

modulation
b. Tandem Control Microprocessor, a hardware feature of front end processors used to

manage and control data communications
c. Telephone Call Manager, a software package to monitor and report on telephone usage
d. Threaded Code Messaging, a data communications transmission technique in which all

redundant bits are stripped before sending and replaced upon receipt of the message
e. True Calling Measures, one telephone company’s method for changing customers

39. Using TCM (6 bits per signal) and “normal” approaches to data transmission, the maximum data
rate would be ___________ bps on a traditional voice grade line.

a. 50,000
b. 6
c. 24,000
d. 18,000
e. 56K

40. Modem stands for _________________.
a. multiplexing/demultiplexing
b. modulator/demodulator
c. more/demote
d. Mode-M technique
e. Mod emulation technique

41. Which statement is false about modems?
a. modems must always be internal to the computer
b. a receiving modem demodulates and a sending modem modulates
c. modems are usually used in pairs (2 at a time)
d. most modems support several modem standards so that they can communicate with a

variety of modems
e. modems may operate at a lower speed that that for which they are rated, especially if they

detect noise in the communication line

42. ______ is a commonly used modem standard that was based on the assumption that the telephone
network uses digital transmission beyond the local loop.

a. V.22
b. V.32
c. V.32bis
d. V.34
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e. RS 232

43. When V.34 modems initially connect, they must go through a ____________ sequence to test the
circuit and determine the optimum combination of symbol rate and modulation technique that will
produce the highest throughput.

a. handshaking
b. frequency division
c. wave division
d. Trellis-coded modulation
e. point of presence

44. Using __________ , several users can share one or more modems.
a. pulse code modulation
b. modem pooling
c. amplitude shift keying
d. handshaking
e. point of presence

45. __________ is a data compression coding scheme that uses a different number of bits to represent
characters based on how often that character is used.

a. ASCII
b. EBCDIC
c. ITU-T
d. POTS
e. Huffman encoding

46. Codec refers to:
a. compression/decompression
b. code/decode
c. co- Digital Equipment Corporation
d. Codd’s laws for data relations
e. continuous operational digital energy communication

47. _____________ refers to the difference between the original analog signal and the approximation
of that signal using PAM.

a. handshaking phase
b. modulating frequency
c. quantizing error
d. amplitude Trellis effect
e. POTS anomaly

48. Using pulse code modulation, an input voice signal is generally sampled _______ times per
second.
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a. 8
b. 64
c. 18,000
d. 8,000
e. 256

49. A 56K, or V.pcm, modem:
a. can recognize an 8-bit digital symbol 8000 times per second
b. transmits 56,000 different symbol changes per second
c. never has problems with noise on the telephone line
d. can be used at full capacity on all North American telephone lines
e. currently has 56K transmission rates in both upstream and downstream channels

Short Answer Questions

1. Use a drawing to show how the bit pattern 11100010 would be sent using 1-bit Frequency
Modulation (FM) (i.e., one bit per signal).

2. Use a drawing to show how the bit pattern 11100100 would be sent using a combination of 1-bit
Amplitude Modulation and 1-bit Phase Modulation (1AM+1PM).

3. Compare and contrast data rate (i.e., bits per second) and symbol rate (also called baud rate).

4. What signaling technique (e.g., AM) is used by V.34+ and what is the fastest baud rate (i.e.,
signaling rate) and bit rate (i.e., bps) it can provide?

5. Explain how pulse code modulation (PCM) is used to transmit analog voice signals. Include a
drawing.

6. Explain how 56K modems work (also called V.90 modems).

7. Thought question: Suppose you are part of a national standards committee for a very large country
that has a poor quality telephone system that does not use digital transmission for its voice telephone
calls (it uses the same techniques used in North America 30 years ago (e.g., FDM)). It does not
have the resources to upgrade for the next ten years. Your goal is to develop a new modem
standard that provides a faster data transmission rate than the V.32bis standard they currently use.
What do you recommend?

Next Day Air Service Case Study

1. President Coone is baffled about how digital information from a computer can be sent over a
telephone line. Prepare a brief position paper for management explaining the way information is
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transferred from one computer to another over telephone lines. Keep it simple. Be sure to describe
the types of modems used in data transmission over telephone circuits. Include comments on the
role of data compression in increasing transmission rates. Justify the observation that as a general
rule, it is best to purchase the fastest modem your communications lines can support.

2. Compute each office's number of bits sent per day (origin to destination) based on the data
provided in Figure 4-16. Use ten bits per character to keep computations simple, and assume all
transmissions are error free. Hint: Bits per day = Packages x 750 x 10 x 2.

3. How many minutes will it take for each city's modem to transmit its invoices? Use the bits per day
calculated in Question 2, and assume that the V.34 modems transmit at an average rate of 28,800
bits per second.

4. In Question 3, you calculated the transmission time in minutes per day, based on a 28,800 bits-per-
second modem and ten bits per character. Now calculate the “file transfer time” for Atlanta to
transmit all of its invoices to Tampa at the end of the workday. Why is this answer different from the
time calculated for Atlanta in Question 3?

5. Could all the NDAS offices transmit their invoices to Tampa between 5:00 P.M. and 6:00 P.M.
each evening? How can NDAS achieve this goal?


